Roofing, Cladding & Insulation

When it comes to specifying
a rooflight that is as individual
as your project then an off the
shelf product is not always
suitable.
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Above: Lumen will create unique rooflights that will
integrate seamlessly within your overall scheme
Below left: Lumen bespoke rooflights add that
special finishing touch to any contemporary,
conservation, commercial or domestic project

By establishing the parameters of your
project and understanding how rooflights
will fit within the overall design concept,
Lumen will create unique rooflights that
will integrate seamlessly within your overall
scheme and help set your design apart.
Lumen Rooflight’s design team will
transform your brief into a complete
solution, including technical drawings, onsite surveys, liaison with your building or
planning team and installation support.
Lumen bespoke rooflights can:
Be virtually any size, shape or colour
Be installed to pitched or flat roofs of
any roof type
Incorporate manual or electric opening
mechanisms
Be made to fit closely to any existing
structure
Have any finish appearance
Provide unrivalled longevity
Be manufactured to withstand marine
or hostile environments
Bespoke rooflights from Lumen are
British manufactured using only the
highest quality materials. This enables
Lumen to create truly stunning, reliable
and sustainable rooflights that deliver,
year after year after year.
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Beautifully
bespoke
rooflights

umen Rooflight is the UK’s
leading manufacturer of bespoke
rooflight products, with stunning
high quality rooflight designs to
suit virtually every application.
From the size and number of opening
or fixed casements, through to a wide
choice of glazing specification, paint
colours, opening mechanisms and liners –
the possibilities are endless.
Whether a rooflight is required
to exactly fit the unique underlying
structures of an historic building or to
complement an innovative modern design,
Lumen bespoke rooflights, with their fine
lines of steel and tailor-made proportions
add that special finishing touch to any
contemporary, conservation, commercial
or domestic project.

